A Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation Algorithm
for 3D Super-alloy Image Segmentation
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Abstract

individual grains

In material science and engineering, the grain structure
inside a super-alloy sample determines its mechanical and
physical properties. In this paper, we develop a new Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation
(MCEWCVT) algorithm to automatically segment all the
3D grains from microscopic images of a super-alloy sample. Built upon the classical k-means/CVT algorithm, the
proposed algorithm considers both the voxel-intensity similarity within each cluster and the compactness of each cluster. In addition, the same slice of a super-alloy sample can
produce multiple images with different grain appearances
using different settings of the microscope. We call this multichannel imaging and in this paper, we further adapt the proposed segmentation algorithm to handle such multichannel
images to achieve higher grain-segmentation accuracy. We
test the proposed MCEWCVT algorithm on a 4-channel Nibased 3D super-alloy image consisting of 170 slices. The
segmentation performance is evaluated against the manually annotated ground-truth segmentation and quantitatively compared with other six image segmentation/edgedetection methods. The experimental results demonstrate
the higher accuracy of the proposed algorithm than the
comparison methods.

carbides
Figure 1. Micro structures in a super-alloy slice.

through repetitive experiments so that the relations between
its micro-structures and its mechanical/physical properties
can be well identified. Thus, it is critical to identify a superalloy’s micro-structure, which is usually in the form of a
set of grains [24]. Figure 1 shows an example of the microscopic super-alloy slice image in which cells represent
grains and small black points are carbides.
A special and important phenomenon for microscopic
super-alloy imaging is that two neighboring grains may be
visually separable (e.g., showing different intensities) using one setting of the microscope, but visually inseparable

1. Introduction
Super-alloys have been playing a very important role in
modern industry. Different applications may require superalloys to have different mechanical or physical properties,
such as lightness, hardness, stiffness, electrical conductivity and fluid permeability [20]. In material science, a
new super-alloy material is usually designed and developed
∗ Corresponding

author.
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ods is that they are operated on each slice independently
and do not consider the grain-structure continuity between
neighboring slices. Recently, Chuang et al. [2] combined a
region merging segmentation method called the stabilized
inverse diffusion equation and a stochastic segmentation
method called the expectation-maximization/maximization
of the posterior marginals (EM/MPM) algorithm for Nibased super-alloy image segmentation. This algorithm is
a 2D segmentation algorithm and is tested only on a single
2D slice.
Direct 3D volume image segmentation has been studied
in medical image analysis, such as N-D graph cuts [1], 3D
random walks [11], 3D level-set methods [27, 6, 14] and
isosurfaces method [25]. These existing 3D segmentation
methods may not be suitable for handling the 3D superalloy image segmentation. Particularly, the N-D graph cuts
method and the 3D random walks method require manually
specified seeds for segmentation, which is also tedious, time
consuming and prone to error. Furthermore, both the 3D
level-set methods and the isosurface methods assume that
there are only a small number of disjoint structures of interest (e.g., the organs, tissues, or tumors in medical imaging
applications). In our case, however, a super-alloy sample
usually contains hundreds or even thousands of grains that
are adjacent to each other. This will substantially increase
the model and computational complexity of the level-set
and isosurface method and make them even unacceptable
and infeasible. In addition, the above-mentioned 2D and
3D segmentation methods usually do not consider the problem of multichannel image segmentation.
In this paper, we propose a Multichannel Edge-Weighted
Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation (MCEWCVT) algorithm
for 3D multichannel super-alloy image segmentation. Following the general principle of the k-means/CVT clustering
algorithm, the proposed algorithm modifies and generalizes
the idea of Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation
(EWCVT) model developed in [26] in three aspects: 1) an
edge detection function is added into the classic clustering
energy as a density in the EWCVT model, 2) the 3D boundary continuity constraint is applied by extending edge definition from 2D segments to 3D faces, and 3) the multichannel model is added into the similarity measure for clustering. These three improvements make the proposed algorithm particularly suitable for 3D super-alloy image segmentation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we start with a brief review of the basic Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation (CVT) model and then derive a
multichannel edge-weighted clustering energy for segmenting multichannel 3D super-alloy images. In Section 3, we
develop the MCEWCVT model for characterizing the minimizers of the new clustering energy and propose an effective solution algorithm. In Section 4, we test the proposed
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Figure 2. Microscopic images of a same slice of super-alloy
sample taken by using 4 different microscope settings. (a)
4000 Series. (b) 5000 Series. (c) 6000 Series. (d) 7000 Series.

(e.g., showing similar intensities) using another setting of
the microscope. In this paper, we use a channel to denote
the images produced by a specific setting of the microscope.
As an example, Figure 2 shows a 4-channel imaging of the
same super-alloy slice. Clearly, it is easier to distinguish
grains g1 and g2 in Fig. 2(a)(b)(d) than in Fig. 2(c). However, it is easier to distinguish grains g1 and g3 in Fig. 2(c)
than in Fig. 2(a)(b)(d). Therefore, the image information in
different channels can compensate each other and by combining multichannel microscopic images, we may achieve a
more accurate grain segmentation than only using a singlechannel image.
Currently, material scientists have to conduct manual annotation on each 2D slice to segment super-alloy images to
obtain the underlying grain structure. The correspondence
of the segmented grains in neighboring slices is then identified to reconstruct the 3D grains. Given the large number of grains in a super-alloy sample and the large number
of slices in a high-resolution microscopic volume image,
manual segmentation is very tedious, time consuming and
prone to error. In principle, any existing non-interactive 2D
image segmentation method can be used to automate the 2D
slice segmentation, such as mean shift [3], watershed [16],
statistical region merging [17], normalized cuts [21], graph
cuts [10], level set [13] and watershed cuts [4, 5]. However,
one major limitation of these 2D image segmentation meth18

then we call the Voronoi tessellation {Vl }L
l=1 a centroidal
Voronoi tessellation (CVT) [7] of U and refer to {wl }L
l=1 as
the corresponding CVT generators.
The construction of CVTs often can be achieved by an
”energy” minimization process [7]. Generally, for any set
L
of points W = {wl }L
l=1 and any partition U = {ul }l=1 of
U, the classic clustering energy of (W; U) can be defined as
follows:

MCEWCVT algorithm on a 3D super-alloy image and evaluate its performance quantitatively. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. The Multichannel Edge-Weighted Clustering Energy
An image of the 3D super-alloy sample can be regarded
as a function u defined on a domain Ω ⊆ R3 where the
values of u represent the gray levels (intensity) of the voxels. Furthermore, since the voxels are usually indexed by
integer triplets, we can treat u as a discrete function defined
over a set of points with integer coordinates, i.e., the point
(x, y, z) = (i, j, k), where (i, j, k) is an integer triplet that
ranges over the volume domain. Thus, the domain of u for
a super-alloy volume is an index set D = {(i, j, k) | i =
1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J, k = 1, . . . , K} for some positive
integers I, J and K.

EC (W; U) =

ρ(i, j, k)|u(i, j, k) − wl |2 .

(3)
Suppose that we have determined the clusters {Ul }L
l=1
for a given 3D super-alloy image represented by u(i, j, k)
for (i, j, k) ∈ D. Then a segmentation in physical space of
the image can be naturally produced. Define segmentation
in physical space as D = {Dl }L
l=1 , where
Dl = {(i, j, k) | u(i, j, k) ∈ Ul }.
Consequently, the classic clustering energy (3) can be
rewritten in physical segmentation terminology as

Let U = {u(i, j, k)}(i,j,k)∈D denote the set of intensity
values of the 3D super-alloy image and W = {wl }L
l=1 a
set of typical intensity levels. The Voronoi region Vl (l =
1, . . . , L) in U corresponding to wl is defined by

EC (W; D) =

L




ρ(i, j, k)|u(i, j, k)−wl |2 . (4)

l=1 (i,j,k)∈Dl

Vl = {u(i, j, k) ∈ U | |u(i, j, k) − wl | <
(1)
|u(i, j, k) − wm |, m = 1, 2, . . . , L},

It is well known from [7] that (W; D) is a minimizer of
EC (W; D) only if (W; D) forms a CVT of D. Several algorithms of minimizing the above energy function can be
found in [12, 22, 23].

where | · | is some predefined metric measure such as the
Euclidean distance. The set V = {Vl }L
l=1 is called a Voronoi
tessellation or Voronoi clustering [18, 7, 8] of the set U. The
set of chosen intensities W = {wl }L
l=1
 are referred as the
Voronoi generators. Since we have Vi Vj = ∅ if i = j and

U= L
l=1 V l , the Voronoi tessellation V can be viewed as
a special partition of U.
Let ρ be a predefined density function defined on D.
Given a partition of U, denoted by {Ul }L
l=1 , the centroid (
i.e., center of mass or cluster mean) of each cell Ul , with respect to the density ρ, is defined to be the intensity wl∗ ∈ Ul
which minimizes

ρ(i, j, k)|u(i, j, k) − w|2
(2)
min

2.2. Multichannel clustering energy
Let N denote the number of channels, i.e., we have N
images, u1 , u2 , · · · , uN , of the same super-alloy sample
taken under different microscope settings. Now we can
rewrite U and W in the vector form
U = {u(i, j, k) = (u1 , u2 , · · · , uN )T ∈ RN }(i,j,k)∈D
and
W = {w
 l = (wl1 , wl2 , · · · , wlN )T ∈ RN }L
l=1 ,

u(i,j,k)∈Ul

respectively.
Note that one grain may be visually separable in one
channel but has the close intensity value with its adjacent
grains in other channels. Thus, we need to choose proper
measurement of the distance for u(i, j, k) and w
 l which can
effectively capture those grains only distinct from its adjacent grains in some of the channels. We here take the
∞-norm which is defined to be

We note that this centroid definition is slightly different from that proposed in [26] with the newly introduced
density function. For an arbitrary Voronoi tessellation
L
({wl }L
l=1 ; {Vl }l=1 ) of U, it may not always be the case that
∗
wl = wl for l = 1, 2, . . . , L, where {w∗ }L
l=1 are the corresponding centroids of {Vl }L
l=1 . If the generators of the
Voronoi regions {Vl }L
l=1 of U coincide with their corresponding centroids, i.e.,
wl = wl∗ ,



l=1 u(i,j,k)∈Ul

2.1. Basic centroidal Voronoi tessellation model

w∈Ul

L


x∞ = max(|x1 |, |x2 |, . . . , |xN |)
where x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) ∈ RN .

for l = 1, 2, . . . , L,
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Thus, we can rewrite the classic clustering (4) as
EC (W; D) =

L




ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 l 2∞ .

In this section, we introduce the way of minimizing the
multichannel edge-weighted clustering energy function (8)
based on the CVT-methodology [7, 9].

l=1 (i,j,k)∈Dl

(5)
Note that (5) will reduce to (4) when N = 1.

3.1. Multichannel edge-weighed distance

2.3. Edge energy

Basically the energy minimization is achieved through
the process of transferring voxels from one cluster to another. We want to guarantee that transferring a voxel to the
associated cluster of the generator to which it has the shortest multichannel edge-weighted distance decreases the total
multichannel edge-weighted clustering energy the most.
Let us rewrite equation (8) as

As mentioned before, we would like to apply constraints
to enforce the continuity and smoothness on edges (faces) of
the 3D super-alloy grains/segments. Now we define an edge
related energy term for a given clustering D of the physical
space similar to that proposed in [26].
For each voxel (i, j, k) ∈ D, denote by Nω (i, j, k) a local neighborhood for it, which could be a ω × ω × ω cube
centered at (i, j, k) or a sphere centered at (i, j, k) with radius ω.
We define a local characteristic function χ(i,j,k) :
Nω (i, j, k) → {0, 1} as

1 if πu (i , j  , k  ) = πu (i, j, k) ,
χ(i,j,k) (i , j  , k  ) =
0 otherwise,

E(W; D) =

(i ,j  ,k )∈D\(i,j,k)

+ ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 πu (i,j,k) 2∞

+
L (i , j  , k  )
(i ,j  ,k )∈D\(i,j,k)

where πu (i, j, k) : D → {1, . . . , L} tells which cluster
u(i, j, k) belongs to. Then an edge energy can be defined
as


EL (D) =
χ(i,j,k) (i , j  , k  ).
(i,j,k)∈D

(i ,j  ,k )∈N

+ L (i, j, k)
(9)
where

Now we consider the variation of the total energy when
transferring a voxel (i, j, k) from its current cluster Dl to
another cluster Dm . Examining equation (9), the first term
on the right side has no change. The change of second term
is
 l 2∞ ).
ρ(i, j, k)(u(i, j, k) − w
 m 2∞ − u(i, j, k) − w
(10)
(i,
j,
k)
the
number
of
voxels
within
Denote
n
k

(Dk Nw (i, j, k))\(i, j, k). By the analysis from [26], we
know that the changes in the third and fourth term after
transferring are both equal to

2.4. Total energy
In order to enforce the detection of edges, we take the
density function ρ as
(7)

By combining (5), (6) and (7), we then define the total energy for our model, i,e., the multichannel edge-weighted
clustering energy, to be as follows:

λnl (i, j, k)−λnm (i, j, k) =
λ[nl (i, j, k) − nm (i, j, k)]



(1 + |∇u(i, j, k)|)u(i, j, k) − w
 l 2∞

l=1 (i,j,k)∈Dl

+λ



(i,j,k)∈D



(i ,j  ,k )∈N

(11)

Summarizing (10) and (11), we have the overall variation
of the total energy by transferring voxel (i, j, k) from cluster
Dl to Dm as


 l 2∞ +
ρ(i, j, k) u(i, j, k) − w
 m 2∞ − u(i, j, k) − w
2λ(nl (i, j, k) − nm (i, j, k))

E(W; D) = EC (W; D) + λEL (D)
L


χ(i,j,k) (i , j  , k  ).

(i ,j  ,k )∈Nω (i,j,k)

(6)
Generalizing the analysis for 2D cases in [26], it is not too
hard to demonstrate that EL is proportional to ω 4 A in the
asymptotic sense where A is the area of the boundaries between the 3D segments. Note that the edge energy has nothing to do with the generators W.

=



L (i, j, k) = λ

ω (i,j,k)

ρ = 1 + |∇u|.

ρ(i , j  , k  )u(i , j  , k  ) − w
 πu (i ,j  ,k ) 2∞

χ(i,j,k) (i , j  , k  )

ω (i,j,k)

which can be rewritten as

(8)
where λ is a weighting function to control the balance between EC and EL .

[ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 m 2∞ − 2λnm (i, j, k)]
− [ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 l 2∞ − 2λnl (i, j, k)].
20

(12)

L
Algorithm 1 : {D̃l }L
u,{w
 l }L
l=1 = MCEWVT(
l=1 ,{Dl }l=1 )
1: INPUT: A set of N images determined by 
u, a set of
L
generators {w
 l }L
and
an
initial
partition
{D
l }l=1 of
l=1
the physical space D (can be arbitrarily chosen).
2: START:
3: for all voxels (i, j, k) ∈ D do
4:
a) calculate the multichannel edge-weighted distances from the voxel (i, j, k) to all generators
{w
 l }L
l=1
5:
b) transfer the voxel (i, j, k) from its current cluster
to the cluster whose generator has the shortest multichannel edge-weighted distance to it.
6: end for
7: If no voxel in the loop is transferred, return {D̃l }L
l=1 =
and
exit;
otherwise,
go
to
3.
{Dl }L
l=1

Thus we define the multichannel edge-weighted distance
from a voxel (i, j, k) to generator wk to be
dist((i, j, k), wk )

= ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 k 2∞ + 2λñk (i, j, k)

= (1 + |∇u(i, j, k)|)u(i, j, k) − w
 k 2∞ + 2λñk (i, j, k)
(13)
where ñk (i, j, k) = |Nw (i, j, k)| − 
nk (i, j, k) − 1 is the
number of voxels in Nw (i, j, k)\(Dk (i, j, k)).
In conclusion, moving a voxel to the cluster of a generator to which it has the shortest edge-weighted distance
defined by (13) will decrease the total clustering energy
E(W; D) the most.

3.2. Multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi regions
Given a set of multichannel generators W = {w
 l }L
l=1 ,
we can define the multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi region D̃ = {D̃l }L
l=1 in the physical volume space D as
D̃l = {(i, j, k) ∈ D | dist((i, j, k), w
l ) ≤ dist((i, j, k), w
 m ),
m = 1, . . . , L}.
(14)
From equations (12) and (13), it is easy to find that when
W is fixed, the multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi tessellation D̃ = {D̃l }L
l=1 associated with W corresponds to
the minimizer of the multichannel edge-weighted energy
E(W; D), i.e.,
D̃ = arg min E(W; D)
D

Then we define the multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi
tessellation energy for a given set of generators W =
{wl }L
l=1 to be
EMCEW V T (W) = E(W; D̃).

(15)

Algorithm 1 can be used to efficiently construct the multichannel edge-weighed Voronoi regions for a given set of
generators.

 l∗ ,
w
l = w

l = 1, 2, · · · , L.

Based on the CVT principle, we know that (W; D̃)
is a minimizer of E(W; D̃) only if (W; D̃) forms a
MCEWCVT of D. We propose the Algorithm 2 for construction of the MCEWCVTs. As discussed in [26] for the
EWCVT construction algorithms, some improvements of
Algorithm 2-MCEWCVT can be obtained by using narrowbanded implementation and better initialization processes.
We also note that the energy EMCEW V T (W) keeps decreasing along the iterations in this algorithm.
L
Algorithm 2 : ({w
 l }L
u,L)
l=1 , {D̃l }l=1 ) = MCEWCVT(
1: INPUT: A set of N images determined by 
u and an
integer L.
2: START:
3: Arbitrarily choose an initial partition {D̃l }L
l=1 of the
physical space D or by some means.
4: For each cluster D̃l , l = 1, . . . , L, calculate its cluster
centroid w
 l∗ .
∗ L
5: Take {w
 l }l=1 as the generators, determine the corresponding multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi clustering {D̃l }L
l=1 by using Algorithm 1-MCEWVT, i.e.,
L
=
MCEWVT(
u,{w
 l∗ }L
{D̃l }L
l=1
l=1 ,{D̃l }l=1 ).
L
6: If {D̃l }L
l=1 and {D̃l }l=1 are the same, return
L
L
({w
 l }l=1 ; {D̃l }l=1 ) and exit; otherwise, set D̃l = D̃l
for l = 1, . . . , L and go to step 4.

3.3. The MCEWCVT model and its implementation
In order to define the MCEWCVT model, we need to
further determine the centroids of a given set of partition
 l∗ }L
D̃ = {D̃l }L
l=1 of D, i.e., find W = {w
l=1 such that

w
 l∗ = arg min
ρ(i, j, k)u(i, j, k) − w
 2∞ (16)
w


Definition (MCEWCVT) For a given multichannel edgeL
weighted Voronoi tessellation {w
 l }L
of D,
l=1 ; {D̃l }l=1
we call it a multichannel edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi
tessellation (MCEWCVT) of D if the generators {w
 l }L
l=1
are also the corresponding centroids of the associated multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi regions {D̃l }L
l=1 , i.e.,

(i,j,k)∈D̃l

for l = 1, 2, · · · , L. Since we use the ∞−norm, it is hard
 l defined
to find an analytical solution for w
 l . Usually, the w
through the above minimization process could be solved
numerically. For example, the Powell method [19] could
be used to effectively calculate w
 l approximately although
there is no derivative information available.
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Figure 3. An illustration of the super-alloy volume images.
(a)

4. Experiments

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Visualization of the 3D segmentation results. Segments are represented with different colors. (b) Segmented grains.

In this section, we start with introducing more details
of the testing super-alloy image dataset. Then we discuss the parameter settings for the MCEWCVT algorithm.
At last, we present the visual and quantitative comparison of the MCEWCVT algorithm with other six image
segmentation/edge-detection methods.
The proposed segmentation method was tested on IN100
Ni-based super-alloy dataset provided by Prof. Marc De
Graef from Carnegie Mellon University. The dataset consists 4 channels of super-alloy slice images which were
taken using different microscope settings. Each slice image was photographed as new facets appearing by keeping
abrading the up-front facet of the super-alloy sample. The
size of the slice image is 671 × 671 and the number of slice
images in each channel is 170. The physical distance between two neighbor voxels on the slice image is 0.2μm and
that between two adjacent slices is 1μm. Figure 3 illustrates
the informations of the super-alloy sample.
From Fig. 3, we can notice that the physical distance between two adjacent slices is about 5 times of the physical
distance between two neighbor voxel on a single slice. The
MCEWCVT segmentation algorithm expects the sampling
rate of the 3D super-alloy image on each axis to be the same
so that the smoothness and compactness of the edge of segmented grains can be well controlled. Thus, we interpolate the original 3D super-alloy image with 4 more slices
between each two original slices by linear combination of
those two original slices. Then the interpolated super-alloy
volume image has 846 slices. We tested the MCEWCVT
algorithm on the interpolated 3D image, which can produce
a 3D segmentation result.
There are 4 parameters of the MCEWCVT algorithm
that can be tuned during the experiments. L, the number of clusters (note that it is not the number of grained
contained by the super-alloy volume); λ, the weighting parameter which balances the multichannel clustering energy
term and the edge energy term; ω, the neighbor size which
defines the local search region Nω (i, j, k) for each voxel
(i, j, k). , the predefined threshold for the stop condition
of MCEWCVT. In the experiments, we let Nω (i, j, k) be
a sphere centered at voxel (i, j, k) and choose L = 30,

λ = 300, ω = 6 considering the size of carbides and energy balance, see discussions in [26]. Theoretically, Algorithm 2-MCEWCVT stops when the energy function (8) is
completely minimized. However, in practical applications
we may set the stop condition as
|Ei+1 − Ei |
<
Ei

(17)

where Ei denotes the MCEWVT energy at the i-th iteration and  is a predefined threshold. In the experiments, we
selected  = 10−4 .
In the experiment, we used the basic CVT clustering results as the initial partition. And it took 6 iterations and
about 10 hours for the MCEWCVT algorithm to converge
when running on a Dell T7400 workstation using one out
of 8 cores (2.0GHz) and 4 out of 8 GB memory. Figure 4
shows a visualization of the segmentation results on the volume and segmented grain samples.
To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy and performance of the MCEWCVT algorithm, we calculated its
boundary accuracy against the manually annotated groundtruth segmentation and compared the boundary accuracy
with other six image segmentation/edge-detection methods.
We constructed the segmentation ground-truth on the uninterpolated 170 slices by manually labeling the grains’
boundaries on each 2D slice, which is same as what has
to be done in current material researches. Thus, we need
the MCEWCVT and the comparison methods can provide
2D segmentation results for comparing against the groundtruth. For the MCEWCVT algorithm, we first project the
3D boundary results onto 846 slices, then we remove those
slices which produced by interpolations. And then we take
the boundary results on the rest 170 slices into the comparison. As for the comparison methods, in order to follow the preference of super-alloy application (i.e., prefer no
human interactions), we choose automatic non-interactive
2D segmentation/edge-detection methods including meanshift [3], srm [17], pbCanny edge detector [15], pbCGTG
edge detector [15], gpb [28] and watershed [16]. And
22

5000_Series

6000_Series

7000_Series

of the comparison methods, we combine the segmentations
from all 4 channels through logic OR operations.
For the quantitative comparison, we use segmentation
evaluation codes provided in the Berkeley segmentation
benchmark [15] to calculate the precision-recall curve and
F -measure(harmonic mean of the precision and recall).
Figure 6 shows the quantitative comparisons on segmentation results of the MCEWCVT algorithm and its comparison methods. For pb edge detectors, doing thresholding

meanshift

MCEWCVT

4000_Series

pbCanny

1

0.75

srm

Precision

Best F=0.89 MCEWCVT
Best F=0.85 gPb
0.5

Best F=0.83 pbCanny
Best F=0.82 pbCGTG

watershed

Best F=0.81 meanshift
0.25

Best F=0.80 srm
Best F=0.31 watershed

0
0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

gpb

Recall

pbCGTG

Figure 6. Quantitative comparisons between the MCEWCVT algorithm and its comparison methods.

of the gray intensity from 0 to 255 on a boundary map can
produce a series of binarized solid boundary images. Then
the precision-recall curve can be calculated based on these
boundary images. Subsequently, F -measure for each point
on the precision-recall curve can be calculated using

Figure 5. Visual comparisons (one slice) of the segmentation results of the proposed MCEWCVT algorithm and six comparison
methods.

F =2·

the visual comparison is given in Fig. 5. As we can see,
the MCEWCVT segmentation results more accurately and
clearly delineate the grains’ boundaries than the comparison
segmentation results.
From Fig. 5, we can notice that the MCEWCVT can produce an unique segmentation result for all 4 channel images, while the 2D comparison methods will produce different segmentation results for different channel images due to
their incapability of handling multichannel image segmentation. Thus, for comparison methods, we combine the segmentations in all 4 channels to obtain an unique segmentation for a single slice. Specificity, for pb edge detectors, we
assign the pb value for each pixel (i, j) with the maximum
pb value from all 4 channels at the pixel (i, j). For the rest

precision · recall
precision + recall

For the rest comparison methods, solid segmentation boundaries correspond to a single precision-recall
value. Thus, we compare the proposed MCEWCVT algorithm with its comparison methods on their best F measures. Generally, the higher best F -measure, the better the segmentation/edge-detection performance is. From
Fig. 6, we can see that the proposed MCEWCVT algorithm
achieves a best F -measure of 0.89 which outperforms the
six comparison 2D segmentation/edge-detection methods.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a multichannel edgeweighted centroidal Voronoi tessellations algorithm for 3D
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microscopic super-alloy image segmentation. As a volumetric segmentation algorithm, it can automatically extract the 3D grains of a super-alloy sample, without any
human interaction. Compared to previous 2D EWCVT
method, the proposed algorithm is able to handle 3D multichannel super-alloy images that can substantially increase
the segmentation performance. We conducted experiments
on a 3D Ni-based super-alloy image that consists of 170
4-channel super-alloy slices and the visual and quantitative comparison results indicate that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is better than other six existing image
segmentation/edge-detection methods for this task.
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